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Issue 1 :P the following figures on the Venn chart. Then by categorizing each number by specifying in which set or type each number belongs.0.35, -3, 75, 3/4The classification of the following two numbers as rational and irrational, and explain your response. 5.312312312............................5.385164807............................Question 3:Why does the repetitive decimal 2.034344............ considered a rational number? Explain.question 4 : Is √26 a rational or irrational number? Explain your answer. Issue 5 : May 2.0342536901 ......... be written as a
faction? Detailed answer Key question 1 : Place the following numbers in the Venn chart. Then by classifying each number, specifying which set or set each number belongs.0.35, -3, 75, 3/4Answer : 75 : Number 75 belongs in sets of whole numbers, whole numbers and rational numbers.-3 :Number -3 belongs in sets of whole numbers and rational numbers.3/4: Number -3/4 belongs in a set of rational numbers.0.35 : Number 0.35 belongs in a set of rational numbers. Question 2 : Classify the following two numbers as rational and irrational,
and explain your answer. 5.312312312..........................5.385164807......................Reply: 5.31212312
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................3
---....number5.385164807...................................................................,3 ---......................---..........................................,385164807................................................................,,3---..........................................................,3 ---.... Irrational numberExplanation : Although 5.312312312.......... is a non-stop decimal, there is a repeat pattern 312 in it. does not stop repetitive decimal. Thus, 5.312312312....... is a rational number. 5.385164807...............so, 5.385164807............ does not stop the non-recurring decimal. So, 5.385164807............ it's an irrational
number. Issue 3 : Why does not stop the recurring decimal 2.0343434 ......... considered a rational number? Explain: The rational number is usually expressed in the form of a/b. So if we can express any number in the form of a/b, the number can be considered as a rational number. Now let's see how to express the number 2.0343434...... in the form of a/b, say, a faction. Step 1 : Let x 2.0343434......................Step 2 : Determine the repeated patternIn 2.0343434................, repeats pattern 34 (Because 34 is repeated)Step 3 : Determine the
first pattern repeated and the second repeats the pattern as explained below. Step 4 : Calculate the number of numbers between the decimal point and the first re-drawing, as shown in the picture below. Step : Since there is 1 digit between the decimal point and the first re-drawing, we should multiply this decimal point by 10, as in the figure below. (If there are two digits, -----------,3 digits, ----------- multiply by 1,000 and so on) Note : B (1), we have repetitive patterns after decimal. Step 6 : Calculate the number of numbers between the
decimal point and the second re-drawing as shown in the picture below. Step 7 : Since there are 3 digits between the decimal point and the second re-drawing, we have to multiply this decimal point by 1,000, as in the figure below. Note : In (2), we only have repetitive patterns after decimal. Step 8 : Now we have to subtract the step 5 result from step 7, as in the picture below. Now we have a faction that is equal to this decimal point. Since this continuous repetitive decimal point can be written as a faction, it is considered a rational number.
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Question 4 : Is √26 a rational or irrational number? Explain your answer. Solution : √26 is an irrational number. Because when we find a square root of 26, we get the non-recurring decimal. That is, √26 and 5.0990195..........√26 is an irrational number. Issue 5 : May 2.0342536901 ......... be written as a faction? If so, write this number as a faction. If not, explain why it can't be written as a faction. Solution : No, 2.0342536901......... can't be written as a faction. Because, 2.0342536901 ......... is a non-recurring decimal. Note: Only the continuous
recurring decimals can be written as a fraction. Aside from the things given above, if you need any other stuff in math, please use our google custom search here. If you have any feedback on our math content, please give us: v4formath@gmail.com We always appreciate your feedback. You can also visit the following web pages on various things in math. WORD PROBLEMSHCF and LCM word problemsWord problems on simple equations Word problems on linear equations Word problems on square equationsAlgebra word
problemsWord problems on trainsAraa and perimeter word problems on direct variations and reverse variations Word problems at the specific priceWord problems per unit of Word rate problems on comparison ratesConvering the usual units of word problem Conversion metric units word problemsWord problems on simple interestWord problems on complex interestWord problems on types of corners Extra and additional The word problemsDouble facts of the word problemsTrigonometry word problemsThe problem Of the word Profit and
the problems of the word loss Markup and the problems of the word marking Decimal problems of the wordWord on the fractionsWord problems on the mixed fractrionsOne problems of the word stepLine inequality Of the word problemRathio and the problems of the word proportionSVly and the problems of the word Work on the sets and diagrams vennWord problems on agesPythagorean theorem problems At Average Word Speed Problems on The Amount of Triangle Angles 180 DegreesOTHER TOPICS Profit Profit Loss of
shortcutsTime table shortcutsthes, speed and distance shortcutsRatio and proportions of shortcutsDomain and a range of rational functionsDomen and a range of rational functions with holesGraphing rational functionsGraphing rational functions with holesConverting repetitive decimals in the fractiondedethual representation of rational numbersOnimion square root using a long case divisionL.C. when 2 power 256 is divided into 17Remainder, when 17 power 23 is divided into 16Sum all three-digit numbers is divided into 6Sum all three-digit
numbers divided by 7Sum of all three-digit numbers divided into 8Sum of all three-digit numbers formed by 1, 3, 4Sum of all three four-digit numbers, formed with non-zero numbersSum of all three four-digit numbers, formed using 0, 1, 2, 3Sum of all three four-digit numbers formed using 1, 2, 5, 6 author's onlinemath4all.com SBI! Classification of rational and irrational numbers - Displaying 8 of the best sheets found for this concept. Some of the sheets for this concept work the classification of numbers that, Real rational irrational whole
natural, concept 13 rational irrational numbers, Work to compare and order rational numbers, classification numbers, Order rational and irrational numbers, real chart number, Rational irrational whole numbers whole numbers. Found the sheet you're looking for? To download/print, click on a pop-up icon or a print icon on a print or download sheet. The sheet will open in a new window. You can download or print using browser document readers. Classification of rational numbers Leaf 6th class September 7, 2020 Administrator Question 1 :
Write the name that applies to the number below. √5Ccecia 2 : Write the name that applies to the number below. -16.28Quest 3 : Write the name that applies to the number below. √81 / 9Swest 4 : Write the name that applies to the number below. -9Quest 5 : Write the name that applies to the number below. 9Quest 6 : Write the name that applies to the number below. 2√3Quest 7 : Write the name that applies to the number below. √25Quest 8 : Write the name that applies to the number below. √250 Detailed answer Key question 1 : Write
the name that applies to the number below. √5Answer : 5 is in a square root. It's a whole number, but it's not a perfect square. Thus, √5 is irrational. Issue 2 : Write the name that applies to the number below. -16.28Ansver : -16.28 is the termination of decimal. Thus, -16.28 is rational. Issue 3 : Write the name that applies to the number Below. √81 / 9Answer : Let's make a possible simplification in this amount.√81 / 9 9/9 √81 / 9 1 So, √81 / 9 is whole, positive whole, whole, whole, whole, whole, whole, whole, whole, 4 : Write the name that
applies to the number below. -9Answer : -9 is a negative integer, integrator, rational. Issue 5 : Write the name that applies to the number below. 9Answer : 9 is whole, positive whole, whole, rational. Issue 6 : Write the name that applies to the number below. 2√3Answer : We have 3 in square root. 3 is a whole number, but it's not a perfect square. Thus, √3 is irrational. We already know that if the irrational number is multiplied by a rational number, the product is irrational. Thus, 2√3 is irrational. Issue 7 : Write the name that applies to the
number below. √25Answer : 25 is in a square root. 25 is a whole number, and it's the perfect square. Thus, √25 √ (5x5) 5 So, √25 is whole, positive whole, whole, rational. Issue 8 : Write the name that applies to the number below. √250Answer : 250 is in a square root. We're not sure if the 250 is the perfect square or not. So let's simplify this number. √250 √ (5x5x5x2) √250 and 5√ (5x2)√250 and 5√10 We have 10 per square root. 10 is a whole number, but it's not a perfect square. So the √10 is irrational. We already know that if the irrational
number is multiplied by a rational number, the product is irrational. Thus, the √250 is irrational. Aside from the material given in this section, if you need any other stuff in math, please use our custom Google search here. If you have any feedback on our math content, please give us: v4formath@gmail.com We always appreciate your feedback. You can also visit the following web pages on various things in math. WORD PROBLEMSHCF and LCM word problemsWord problems on simple equations Word problems on linear equations Word
problems on square equationsAlgebra word problemsWord problems on trains and problems on direct variation and reverse variations of Word problems on the specific price of the word problem on the unit rate Word problems on comparison ratesConvering ordinary units of the problem of transforming metric units of the word problems Additional and additional angles of the word problemsDouble facts of the word problemsTrigonometry word problemsThe problem of the word Profit and the problems of the word loss Markup and the
problems of the word marking Decimal problems Of the wordWordo on the factionsWord problems on the mixed fractrionsOne problems of the word stepLinarno inequality ProblemRathio and the problems of the word proportions And the problems of the word Work on the sets and diagrams venWord Problem solving problems at constant speedWord problems at the average speed of Word problems on the sum of triangle angles 180 degreesOTHER TOPICS Profit and loss loss loss ShortcutsTime table labels, Speed and distance
shortcutsDomain and proportions of shortcutsDomain and range of rational functionsHomen and a range of rational functions with holesGraphic rational functionsThe removal of rational functions with holesConverting repetitive decicant marks in the fractionDecimal representation of rational numbersInciated square root using a long divisionL.C.M method to solve problems of time and workTransition of the word when 2 power 256 is divided into 17Remainder, when 17 power 23 is divided into 16Sum all three-digit numbers is divided into
6Sum of all three-digit numbers divides into 7Sum of all three-digit numbers, divided into 8Sum of all three-digit numbers formed using 1, 3, 4Sum of all three four-digit numbers formed with non-zero digitsSum of all three four-digit numbers formed using 0, 1, 2, 2, 3Sum of all three four-digit numbers formed using 1, 2, 5, 6 copyright onlinemath4all.com SBI! Sbi!
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